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The Pine Bark Beetle Epidemic and How Capitalism Breeds Parasitism

 The pine beetle outbreak in the forests of western North America from Mexico
to central British Columbia is a huge epidemic threatening “over four million hectares”
[3] of forest, with an increasing beetle population that has major implications on current
and future timber supplies. Endemic beetle populations have the characteristics of
infesting weak/decaying trees, which happens mainly during drought [3]. The harm that
the bark beetles cause mostly happens on the inner bark, also referred to as “phloem
tissue”. By creating galleries under the bark which they lay their eggs in, the larvae
steal nutrients from the tree in order to thrive. Their feeding on the tree cuts off the flow
of nutrients from the leaves to the other parts of the tree [4]. Causes of the current
beetle outbreak include a combination of factors including: drought, dense forest
stands, and shallow/rocky soils. These factors are amplified by various human activities
including: fire suppression, forest management practices, grazing practices, and
ongoing urbanization. Human factors have significantly contributed to current
conditions. Trees not receiving enough water, light and nutrients become stressed, and
bark beetles can detect stressed trees and respond by beginning to colonize them [4].

 One of the things that is inescapable when considering the reason for this
massive outbreak is human value. Human values influence factors that further affect the
bark beetle epidemic because human-caused events, such as deforestation, are one of
many acts that fuel the outbreak. A specific group of people whose human values
revolve around money are capitalists. In our world, the quickest and most efficient way
to gain money is through resource exploitation. This value of considering natural
resources solely as tools to make money overrides preserving healthy ecosystems and
in turn preventing massive parasitic outbreaks. The rise and growth of capitalism uses
nature at its disposal and natural resources are currently the most powerful way that it
thrives. Capital accumulation depends on nature, but has a parasitic feature of giving
nothing in return [6].

 For my term project, I’m focusing on the bark beetle attack and its effect on
forests, but also honing in on the parasite-like tendencies and parallels between the
capitalistic system and a parasite exploiting their host. In order for capitalism to
survive, it is dependent on hosts (workers) to provide profit for the people owning the
means of production. This is also the case for a parasite, although money is replaced by
nutrients or other benefits of life. There is also a connection between the rise of bark
beetles and capitalists paving the way for the epidemic to happen, and that is through
devaluing protection of the environment and valuing money.

 Through my research, I found the definition of tolerance versus resistance to be
very helpful in order to distinguish how a host responds to the parasite. Tolerance is the
ability to limit the harm caused by a given burden (parasite), while resistance is the
ability to completely limit the parasite burden. When these two components are
combined, they measure how well a host is protected from the effects of a parasite [7].
Given the drought-stricken current conditions for trees in forests from Mexico to



 Canada, the trees have little defense against the tiny but powerful beetles, measuring 
as small as a grain of rice. The warmer winters are failing the trees by not killing enough
bark beetle populations, resulting in a larger bark beetle to tree ratio than ever [2].

 The creative piece of this project is a thirteen-layer silkscreened print. I chose to
heavily layer this piece because of the host-parasite system that emerges from the
confluence of many factors. In this way, it is a complicated process which relies on
more than one factor for the parasite to thrive. The print is read vertically, going from a
healthy ecosystem at the top to an unhealthy environment clouded by many negative
factors at the bottom.

 The very first layer is a gradient, indicating the blurry line between a healthy
ecosystem and an unhealthy one. A human/capitalist view on a healthy ecosystem may
include deforestation, but still have enough stabile trees to sustain a certain amount of
income. From the trees perspective, a healthy ecosystem may sustain a certain amount
of stabile trees and a balance between host and parasite, but no activity of deforestation,
fire suppression, urbanization, etc. In this way, the capitalists and trees (hosts) are at
odds with one another.

 The second and third layers show a half-tone bark texture, showing one of them
a healthy green and the other a dull gray color. This is indicative to the bark beetle
infesting the phloem tissue and using it to breed more parasites, with one ecosystem
heavily influenced by the excess beetles, and the other sustaining a healthy amount.
The fourth and fifth layers are two different tones layered on top of the bark.
This is to emphasize the effect that global warming has on the trees. The layer in the
healthy ecosystem is a very translucent green, while the layer on the bottom is a warm
red tone, showing the drought and warmer temperatures adding to the epidemic. The
red also serves as a warning for an unnatural amount of tree killings and the
implications that this has on other ecosystems.

 The sixth, seventh and eighth layers serve as the representation of the trees. I
have first filled in the shapes of the trees, with the branches towards the top sprouting
out expressively and the branches towards the bottom portrayed as more damaged.
Then I have silkscreened a darker layer on top with a stylistic rendering of the bark and
making the trees look more alive. The eighth layer is a brighter layer of the stylistic tree
lines which allude to the beautiful abstract lines created by the bark beetle galleries in a
way that covers the whole tree instead of just one part, since this epidemic is
widespread and no longer a small issue.

 The ninth layer shows a very light transparent area indicating the galleries that
the beetles bore into the trees to raise their offspring. On top of this layer, there is a
tenth layer of the actual beetles crawling along the trees.

 The eleventh and twelfth layers are a representation of the capitalistic human
factors which provoke the bark beetle epidemic. It shows a base layer and an outline on



top of faint dollar bills which fade into the background of the damaged branches on the
bottom. Finally, the thirteenth layer is an arrangement of healthy leaves at the very top
of the healthy ecosystem which represents a stabile population of forest trees.

 I have printed multiples of these posters and hung them up in different spaces
including Pratt hallways, the subway station, and various trees on campus. Displaying
the posters in multiples like this is a way for the poster to “infect” the space and use it
as a host itself. These installations can be shown anywhere and are not only specific to
forests that are infected by bark beetles; natural resource exploitation is widespread and
exists on a large scale. My ideal audience involves locals, not because my analog
process is limited to an in-person experience with the artwork, but because I believe
expressive local activists are a big part of policy change and reconsideration. A viewer
may not realize the artwork is specifically about a bark beetle epidemic, but the colors
evoking an unhealthy balance of one of our natural resources and the parasitic
placement may evoke some thought about what place art has in science and why artists
need to respond. Art and activism is a huge part of science, especially now that the
evidence is clear and there is still backlash against scientific data showing the
detrimental results of excessive exploitation and careless use of our earth’s resources.
As an art student and future cultural influencer, I believe we are at a point as a society
where we can’t ignore our creative work’s implications on the earth and it is important
to keep in mind which human values will sustain both healthy ecosystems and
economic systems around the world.
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